CryptoData Vault LLC Litepaper: Key Terminology
Block-Lock technology

Patent-pending technology providing tracking and enforcement of
geographic rules and restrictions; enables asset location verification
or locking a virtual asset to a physical place or geographic area.

CDV

CryptoData Vault LLC

Digital assets

Assets stored by electronic means, including data, smart contracts,
and cryptocurrencies.

Digital wallet

An electronic device or online service that allows an individual to
make electronic transactions.

Excalibur Hard Wallet

Using next-generation encryption methods and Block-Lock
technology (patent pending), one of the safest hard wallets on the
market. It provides secure GPS functionality and onboard digital
token storage.

Hard wallet

A physical electronic device that is designed to protect an
individual's digital assets by securing their private keys.

IoT

Internet of things - the network of physical devices, vehicles, home
appliances, and other items embedded with electronics, software,
sensors, actuators, and connectivity which enables these things to
connect, collect and exchange data, creating opportunities for more
direct integration of the physical world into computer-based
systems, resulting in efficiency improvements, economic benefits,
and reduced human exertions. It is estimated that there will be 30
billion IoT devices by 2020, and the global market value of IoT is
projected to reach $7.1 trillion by 2020.

Soft wallet

Software designed to protect an individual’s digital assets by
securing their private keys, which can run on a computer, mobile
device or online (cloud storage or exchange).

SOV (symbol: SOVC)

A utility token offered by CDV that can be divided into nano-SOVs
for a variety of use cases including geo-locatable transactions,
supply chain systems, municipal services, energy consumption
exchange, and digital rights monitoring. The SOVC token is an
ERC223 token on the Ethereum chain, a classified as a utility token.

SovereignCash Order Book

A digital asset transaction order book that will be operated by CDV
based on an open source architecture, supporting SOVC tokens and
many other major existing crypto assets.

Secure Digital Asset Platform

The integrated features of the Excalibur Hard Wallet, SOV utility
token, and SovereignCash Order Book.

